Accompaniment Edition
for accompanists and praise teams

opens to 24 inches wide — no need for page turning while playing!

SCRIPTURAL BASIS
Scripture reference indicates overarching Biblical basis and theme of each song.

MARKINGS
Clear verse, chorus, and tag markings aid praise teams, rehearsals and congregational singing.

KEYS
Keys ideal for voice, piano and guitar. Guitar friendly keys or a Capo option provided for each song.

LYRICS
Easy-to-read type with plenty of white space.

MEASURE NUMBERS
Numbered measures aid praise teams and rehearsals.

COPYRIGHT
Complete copyright details. Indexes provide contact information for copyright permissions. Publishers currently covered by CCLI are clearly indicated.

The Best of the Best gives you
Ease in Managing
253 contemporary songs consisting of
· 110 written or arranged in the past five years including recent blockbusters such as “Revival Fire, Fall,” “Did You Feel the Mountains Tremble,” “Trading My Sorrows,” “Shout to the Lord,” “The Heart of Worship,” “Knowing You” and “Open the Eyes of My Heart.”
· 30 songs never before published from both seasoned and new composers.
· 98 tried and true songs including “Lord I Lift Your Name on High,” “As the Deer” and “Majesty.”
· 15 traditional hymns newly arranged to flow well with contemporary music.

More “cutting edge” and familiar songs than any other collection!

Diversity
Music originates from diverse publishers such as Integrity Hosanna!, Maranatha!, Vineyard, EMI, Oregon Catholic Press, Concordia, Augsburg, Hope, Word, GIA, Hillsongs, Hinshaw, WorshipTogether.com, Birdwing, Shepherd’s Heart and Warner Brothers. The music crosses every evangelical bridge!

Six Editions
Find everything you need for contemporary worship ministry! Accompaniment, Lead Line and Pew Songbook Editions. Lyrics Floppy Disk, Lyrics Presentation CD and Audio Sampler Set. See descriptions and samples inside.

Ease in Accompaniment
Accompaniment Edition contains full music arrangements and opens to 24 inches wide—no need for page turning while playing! Lead Line Edition provides chords and is spiral bound to lie flat for ease in playing the guitar. Audio Sampler Set is for practicing or teaching.

Ease in Lyrics Presentation
Insert lyrics in worship folders or project them on screen. No more typing, mistakes or editing! Find songs and plan worship with the keyword search function.

Integrity
Songs were carefully selected for their Biblical agreement and musical excellence. A theologically and musically reliable resource!

Ease in Obtaining Copyright Information
Music was selected from diverse copyright holders with all contact information provided in Copyright Indexes. 216 songs are covered by CCLI and 5 by public domain. Most other copyright holders grant permission without a fee when contacted by e-mail or telephone.
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I appreciate the collection of songs compiled in The Best of the Best Songbook. I truly believe it is the best buy available. I recommend it wherever I go. I even require students in my songwriting seminar at Ashland College to have a copy of The Best of the Best.

Marty Nystrom, Songwriter
“As the Deer” and “A Broken Spirit”